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Using the ARGUS detector at the e+e - storage ring DORIS II at DESY, penguin decays of B mesons involving b--,sX+X - 
have been searched for, where X is one of e, $1, n, or K. No evidence for these decays was found and upper limits are quoted. These 
numbers represent important constraints of flavour-changing neutral currents in B meson decays and probe the heavy-quark and 
Higgs sectors of the standard model. 

In recent years there has been considerable interest 

in penguin decays of  B mesons and the general loop- 

induced b ~ s  transition. Such transitions are an in- 

teresting probe o f  the electroweak interactions and 

provide a possible window on physics well beyond 

the directly accessible mass-scale [ 1-17 ]. Other  AR- 

G U S  papers have dealt with b - , s  gluon [18] and 

b - ,  sy [ 19,20 ]. Here we consider decays of  b - ,  sX + X -  

where X may be ~t, e, n, or K. These decays all involve 

flavour-changing neutral currents ( F C N C ) .  These 

can occur within the standard model  (SM) at the one- 

loop level, or at tree level due to processes not de- 

scribed by the SM. 
The decay modes searched for were B- ,  Kt*)X + X -  

where X is one of  e, IX, n or K, and K t*) denotes one 

of  K or K*(892) .  Charged and neutral B mesons were 

studied separately. No  evidence was found for any of  

these decays. The results o f  this search are a set o f  
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upper limits which form a significant addi t ion to the 

published limits on standard and electromagnetic 

penguin decays [ 18-23 ]. 

The processes under considerat ion are expected to 

arise in the SM from processes such as b- , sy*  or 

b-~sH where y* is a virtual photon and H is a real or 

virtual Higgs boson, with the H or y* coupling to the 

X + X  - pair. (See figs. 1 and 2). The H X + X  - vertex 

will be discussed in some detail later in this paper. 

Branching ratios expected within the framework of  

the three-generation SM for B-- , I~+~ - are of  the or- 

der of  10 -6 if  one calculates only the processes in- 

volving virtual photons [ 2 ]. I f  there is a fourth gen- 

eration, these branching ratios may go up to a few 

times 10 -4 [2].  

The case o f  the Higgs boson merits some special 

considerations. Grinstein,  Hall and Randall  have re- 

cently pointed out [24 ] that in the three-generation 

SM a light Higgs boson should be produced in a 

quarter  o f  all B meson decays. The rate for Higgs bo- 

X ÷ 
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K(*) 

rl rt 

q =u ,d  

Fig. 1. Quark level diagram depicting an amplitude contributing 
to B~Kt*)X+X - via a virtual photon. 
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Fig. 3. Higgs coupling to a fermion f. 

el rt 

q =u.d 
Fig. 2. Quark level diagram depicting an amplitude contributing 
to B~KC*)X+X - via a Higgs bosom 

H ..... . . . . . . .  ~ g 

g 

Fig. 4. Higgs coupling to two gluons via a heavy quark loop. 

son production is very sensitive to the mass m t of the 
top quark, growing as mt 4. In fact these authors give 
the result, based on work first done by Willey and Yu 
[25], that for a light Higgs boson and a top quark 
mass greater than 80 GeV/c  2, 

F ( B ~ s H )  0.26(1 ~2a)  2, 
F(B-.aI1) >~ _ m .  

where mH and mB are the masses of  the Higgs boson 
and B meson respectively. For a sufficiently light 
Higgs boson this can clearly be very large. I f  one con- 
siders extensions of  the SM, a variety of effects can 
change this estimate. Supersymmetric particles can 
contribute significantly to these processes (see, for 
example, refs. [ 1,2 ] ). I f  there is more than one Higgs 
doublet, this can enhance the branching ratios in 
question by an order of  magnitude (see ref. [6] ). In 
any case, it is certainly of  great interest to search for 
possible evidence of these decays. 

Even if Higgs bosons were copiously produced in 
B meson decays, the question remains of  how the 
Higgs decays. The effective coupling of the Higgs bo- 
son to various particles is currently of  great theoreti- 
cal interest (see, for example, refs. [24-31 ] ). The 
Higgs boson couples most strongly to the heaviest 
fermion in the theory. I f  the Higgs is real, then de- 
pending on its mass, it may decay predominantly into 
ff where f is the heaviest fermion species allowed by 
energy conservation (see fig. 3). For a light Higgs bo- 
son (mass less than 2 too  one expects decays into 
electrons or muon pairs, or light qdl pairs ( q=u ,  d, 
s), which should fragment to give final states such as 

n+n - or K ÷ K  - .  A heavier Higgs might decay into 
higher mass fermions (x, c, etc.), but these will in 
general then decay into states which are much more 
difficult to reconstruct experimentally. 

The situation is complicated by the fact that the 
Higgs, heavy or light, may couple most strongly to 
gluons (and thus to light quarks in the form of pions 
and kaons) via a triangle graph involving the top 
quark, which is the most massive fermion in the three- 
generation SM [29,30] (see fig. 4). Recent work [28 ] 
suggests that the Higgs-~+x - coupling will be en- 
hanced by final state interactions. Fig. 3 depicts the 
Higgs-fermion coupling, with an amplitude propor- 
tional to the mass of  the fermion and fig. 4 shows the 
one-loop coupling to gluons. In view of the uncer- 
tainties in all physics involving the Higgs sector of  
the SM, it is clearly of  importance to perform as com- 
prehensive a study of possible decays as feasible. 

Due to the theoretical considerations discussed 
above, we consider this an investigation of the decays 
B--,Kt*~X+X - rather than a search for a light Higgs 
or for a set of electromagnetic penguin decays per se. 
In particular we do not exclude the possibility of a 
tree-level flavour-changing neutral process mediated 
by a particle of unknown mass. 

There have been searches for a very light Higgs bo- 
son at LEP by all four of  the experimental groups. 
These searches, together with those for a heavy Higgs 
have resulted in the exclusion of large ranges of  pos- 
sible Higgs boson masses. L3 [32] excludes a Higgs 
boson of mass between 0 and 41.8 GeV/c  2 at the 95% 
confidence level. ALEPH [ 33 ] excludes a mass from 
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0 to 41.6 GeV/c 2 at the 95% confidence level, and a 
minimal supersymmetric standard model Higgs of 
mass less than 3 G e V / c  z. OPAL [ 34 ] excludes Higgs 
bosons of mass less than 2m~ or between 3 and 44 
GeV/c 2 at the 95% confidence level. DELPHI [35] 
finds that the Higgs boson mass must be greater than 
34 GeV/c 2 at the 95% confidence level. Any inter- 
pretation of the X+X - combination coming from the 
decay ofa Higgs boson should be compared with these 
results. The limits in this paper, however, still pro- 
vide independent corroboration of part of the LEP 
results, and may still be of interest in the event that 
there are flavour-changing neutral currents mediated 
by light neutral particles which are not Higgs bosons, 
as mentioned earlier in this paper. 

The results reported here are based on a data sam- 
ple of 162 pb- t  taken on the Y(4S) resonance with 
the ARGUS detector at the DORIS II e+e - storage 
ring at DESY. Assuming that the 1"(4S) always de- 
cays into BB pairs, this corresponds to about 274 000 
B mesons. The ARGUS detector is a 4n spectrometer 
described in more detail elsewhere [36]. 

Charged pions and kaons were identified on the 
basis of measurements of both the specific ionization 
and time of flight. For a given track all mass hy- 
potheses were accepted for which the likelihood ratio 
[36] exceeded 1%. Each n + n  - pair forming a sec- 
ondary vertex with invariant mass within + 0.03 GeV 
of the nominal K ° mass [ 37 ], was accepted as a K ° 
candidate. For each K ° candidate it was then re- 
quired that the angle between its momentum vector 
and the vector joining the main vertex to the second- 
ary vertex have a cosine greater than 0.85. This pro- 
vided a cleaner sample of K ° with almost no loss in 
acceptance. For electrons a likelihood function in- 
volving specific ionization in the drift chamber, time 
of flight, the energy deposition and shower shape in 
the electromagnetic calorimeter is calculated. Simi- 
larity, a likelihood function was calculated for muon 
candidates, requiring a hit in the outer muon cham- 
bers and taking into account information on the dis- 
tance between the hit and the expected impact point 
from drift chamber information. Leptons were re- 
quired to have a likelihood greater than 0.8 for the 
appropriate hvoothesis to be acceotea Ior me analvsis. 

The K*(892) was reconstructed from tiae oecay 

modes K*°(892)~K+n - and K *+ ( 8 9 2 ) - K ° n  + #1 
Candidate particle combinations were accepted as K* 
mesons if their invariant masses were within + F (one 
width) of the nominal K* mass [37 ]. 

Since B mesons must have the beam energy, we re- 
quired that the measured energy of the B meson can- 
didate be within 2a of the beam energy. For these 
combinations a fit is performed which constrains the 
energy of the candidate B meson to the beam energy. 
This improves the mass resolution by about one or- 
der of magnitude. 

Background was expected from two sources: con- 
tinuum and "f (4S) decays. Some suppression of con- 
tinuum events was obtained by requiring that candi- 
date events have no measured tracks of momenta 
greater than 3.0 GeV/c (beyond the kinematical limit 
for particles from B meson decays). The background 
from continuum events is greatly reduced for the de- 
cays where X = n or K by an additional cut, which is 
based on the observation that B mesons f rom/ ' (4S)  
decays are produced almost at rest and decay isotrop- 
ically. To make use of this fact, one thrust axis is cal- 
culated for the B meson candidate and one for the 
remaining particles in the event. For Y(4S) decays, 
there is no correlation between the two axes, whereas 
in continuum events there is a strong probability for 
the axes to be nearly parallel. Defining O/thrust to be 
the angle between the two axes, we required 
[COS Ogthrust [ ~ 0.5, chosen as a good compromise be- 
tween background rejection and good signal accep- 
tance. This cut loses 50% of signal candidates, but in 
these channels the noise due to continuum is consid- 
erable and must be reduced sufficiently that a poten- 
tial signal has a chance to be observed. 

Further suppression of continuum events is made 
possible since B mesons have spin 0. In this case, their 
production angular distribution should be propor- 
tional to sin20B where 0B is the angle between the mo- 
mentum of the B and the beam axis. We therefore 
required that Icos 0al ~<0.8 in order to improve the 
signal-to-background ratio. 

Neither this last cut, nor the cut on the angle be- 
tween thrust axes, was necessary in the cases where 
X = ~t or e, where the most significant backgrounds 
were expected from known decays of B mesons. 

at References in this paper to a specific charged state are to be 
interpreted as also implying the charge conjugate state. 
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In particular, background arises from decays B ~  
K~*)J/~g and B~K(*)~g ' with the subsequent decay of 
the J/~g or ~g' into a lepton-antilepton pair. Such 
events were suppressed by requiring that the invar- 
iant mass of the lepton pair lies outside 2a of the 
nominal J /u/and ~g' masses, where a is the error in 
the measured invariant mass of the pair. The effi- 
ciency of this cut in keeping potential signal events 
which are uniformly distributed in phase space was 
determined from a Monte Carlo simulation of the de- 
tector to be over 92% (95%) for muon (resp. elec- 
tron) pairs. 

More difficult to suppress are the long-distance 
contributions to b--, s£ ÷ £- due essentially to the pro- 
cess b--,sV where V is a vector meson (such as one of 
the charmonium states discussed above) which may 
not necessarily be on shell, followed by its decay to a 
lepton pair. These processes have been discussed 

rather extensively in refs. [ 10,17 ]. Due to theoretical 
uncertainties, we neglect these possible effects. An- 
other known background source is the decay B ~ D  + n 
pions. In the decays B--.K(*)n+n-, no pions were used 
in the n+n - pair if they combined with any kaon in 
the event to form a system with invariant mass within 
2a of the nominal mass of the D meson. This cut kept 
over 98% of the signal events assuming their uniform 
distribution in phase space. 

If  more than one B candidate were present in an 
event, each was weighted by its probability of being a 
B meson as derived from the identification probabil- 
ities of each of its daughter particles and the X 2 prob- 
ability from the beam energy fit, with the sum of the 
weights being equal to unity. 

To determine the reconstruction efficiency, "14 (4S) 
decays were simulated using the LUND 6.2 Monte 
Carlo program [ 38 ], adjusted to describe the general 
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Fig. 5. ]nvarJant mass distributions for B+ - ,K+X+X - for: (a) X=e,  (b) X=~t, (c) X=~,  and (d) X =K,  with cuts as described in the 
text. 
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properties of B meson decays. The ratio of neutral  
and charged B mesons produced in Y (4S) decays has 
been assumed to be 0.45/0.55. In  each simulated de- 
cay of the 1~ (4S),  one of the B mesons was required 
to decay into K(*~X+X - .  These decays were gener- 
ated with a dis t r ibut ion corresponding to three-body 
phase space. This assumes that if the Higgs-mediated 
processes occur, they involve virtual  Higgs bosons 
only. The generated events were then passed through 
a full detector s imulat ion [ 39 ] and reconstructed in 
the same manne r  as the real data. 

In none of the decay channels there is any evidence 
of a signal. A set of  representative mass plots is shown 
in fig. 5. In  order to derive upper limits for the chan- 
nels investigated, the mass distr ibutions were fitted 
with a gaussian distribution centred at the B mass and 
having a width derived from Monte  Carlo data (tak- 
ing into account the width of the ~ ( 4 S )  resonance 
and the spread in the beam energy at DORIS this was 
typically 5 MeV/c2) ,  plus a funct ion to model the 

background: 

d N = A  M 1 ~ exp - a  1 -  
d M  L '  b e a m / t .  L \ E---~eam ' 

where A and a are free parameters. The first term in 
braces represents the expected dis tr ibut ion of back- 
ground uniformly distr ibuted in phase space, while 
the second braced factor is an empirical term to model 
the drop in background at lower masses. 

In general, the mass plots obtained after cuts were 
quite sparse and attempts at fitting directly with the 
function described above could easily lead to diffi- 
culties such as negative numbers  of events. To avoid 
such problems, the fit was repeated for different fixed 

numbers  of signal events in order to construct the 
likelihood function for various amounts  of signal. 
Having this dis t r ibut ion it was then possible to nu- 
merically generate a likelihood funct ion for the 
branching ratio taking into account errors in effi- 
ciency, in the Monte  Carlo - calculated signal width, 
and in the branching ratios. This likelihood function 
was then integrated to 90% of its total integrated value 
in order to arrive at a l imit  on the branching ratio at 
the 90% confidence level. The results are summa- 
rized in table 1 where the numbers  of events and 
branching ratios correspond to upper limits at the 90% 

confidence level. 
For the reader who wishes to derive more stringent 

limits on potential  Higgs bosons of specified masses, 
more details may be found in ref. [ 40 ]. 

In summary,  no evidence for any of the decays 
studied has been found. The results are consistent 
with expectations based on the SM, but  may serve to 
constrain some models involving more exotic phe- 
nomena.  There is no doubt  that the experimental  and 
theoretical study of these decays will cont inue to pro- 
vide valuable tests of the s tandard model and give 
one of the most important  windows into physics 
beyond. 

It is a pleasure to thank U. Djuanda,  E. Konrad,  E. 
Michel, and W. Reinsch for their competent  techni- 
cal help in running the experiment and processing the 
data. We thank Dr. H. Nesemann,  B. Sarau, and the 
DORIS group for the excellent operation of the stor- 
age ring. The visiting groups wish to thank the DESY 
directorate for the support and kind hospitality ex- 
tended to them. 

Table 1 
Summary of the limits at the 90% confidence limit on B--, K ~*)X ÷ X-. 

Decay mode Nevents BR Decay mode Nevents BR 

B°--,Ks°e+e - <2.3 < 1.5X 10 -4 B°~K*°e+e - < 3.9 
B+~K+e+e - <3.5 <9.0X 10 -5 B+~K*+e+e - <2.3 
B°--,K°s~t +~t - <2.3 <2.6× 10 -4 B°-~ K*°li + ~t - <2.3 
B + ~K+la+ls- < 5.0 < 2.2 X 10 -4 B + ~ K*+ p.+la- < 2.3 
B°-,K°n+n- < 3.0 < 2.2 X 10 - 4  B°-~K*°n+n - < 15.5 
B + --*K+n+Tt - < 11.5 < 3.3 × 10 -4 B +--*K*+n+n - < 3.1 
B°--, K°K+K - <7.9 < 6 . 6 ×  10 -4 B°--, K*°K+K - <6.7 
B + ~K+K+K - < 10.5 < 3.5 X 10 -4 B +-~K*+K+K - <4.4 

< 2 . 9 x  10 -4 

<6.3X 10 -4 
< 3.4X 10 -4 

< I . I x I 0  -3 
< 1.4× 10 -3 

<I . Ix10 -3 
<6.1X10 -4 
< 1.6X 10 -3 
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